
Wine By The Glass

For those who do not like it dry, the Graham Beck Demi-Sec is a fine excuse for 
self indulgence and frivolity. Light yeasty aromas, with hints of butterscotch, 
honey and praline, this delectable bubbly will stimulate your sweeter senses. 

Bonnievale WELTEVREDE TROPICO SAUVIGNON BLANC R 45
The colour is a pale yellow with a slight green tinge. On the nose you get 
prominent notes of guava and passion fruit. Lovely mouthfeel with flavours 
of passion fruit, guava and pineapple with a crisp, clean finish.

Robertson GRAHAM BECK WATERSIDE UNOAKED CHARDONNAY R 45
Vibrant freshness and an explosion of tropical fruit and ripe citrus on the nose 
with underlying yellow stone fruit tones. 

Bonnievale WELTEVREDE VANILLA CHARDONNAY R 38
A combination of fruits like melon, mango, peach, pineapple and passion-fruit 
with butterscotch, crème brulee and a distinct note of Vanilla. On the palate you 
get peaches a touch of zesty lime and a pleasant lingering flavour of vanilla to 
finish off with.

Franschhoek BOSCHENDAL LE BOUQUET R 40
Softly sweet with an aromatic explosion of rose petals, summer fruits and 
spice balanced by perky acidity and a playful richly fruited finish.

Coastal SARONSBERG PROVENANCE SHIRAZ ROSÉ R 35
The wine has a rose petal colour with plum, red berry and cherry flavours. 
The mouth feel is well balanced with a fresh finish.

Durbanville DURBANVILLE HILLS CABERNET SAUVIGNON R 50
An elegant, rich and soft style Cabernet Sauvignon with blackcurrant balanced 
with wood and aniseed flavours. This intense, ruby red wine holds an abundance 
of Christmas fruit cake, black cherry, ripe black plumbs and cedar wood on the 
nose. 

Stellenbosch GRAHAM BECK “THE GAME RESERVE” CABERNET SAUVIGNON R 55
The palate is full bodied with juicy mulberry and cherry flavours, tobacco 
spice and cedar wood. This wine has soft yet firm tannins with a balanced 
mouth-feel and long finish.

Franschhoek BOSCHENDAL 1685 SHIRAZ R 55
Plush ripe black berry and blue fruit concentration supported by weighty ripe 
tannins against a spicy white pepper oak background.

Tulbagh SARONSBERG PROVENANCE SHIRAZ R 65
The soft textured tannins, full-bodied mouthfeel and silken finish lends itself as 
a platform to heady mix of red berry and black fruit flavours combined with floral 
notes and fynbos nuances.

Wellington ANCIENT EARTH MERLOT BY BELLINGHAM R 50
Soft and succulent with ripe fleshy plums and summer berry fruit, earthy forest 
floor and hints of cocoa supported by spicy oak intrigue and sleek ripe tannins.

Robertson GRAHAM BECK BLISS DEMI-SEC NV R 40«««
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Premium Wine By The Glass

Stellenbosch KANONKOP CABERNET SAUVIGNON R 175
Full-bodied, deep red colour, specially selected oak delivers spicy mocha, 
chocolate and coffee flavours.  Together with natural black berry and tea 
leaf flavours, this wine has very tannic dry classic feel to it.

Stellenbosch RUST EN VREDE CABERNET SAUVIGNON R 140
The red berry and mocha flavours are supported by a well-structured, creamy 
mid palate with fine grainy tannins. The wine shows beautiful elegance with 
soft lingering finish.

Stellenbosch RUST EN VREDE SHIRAZ R 140
Beautiful expressive aromas of dark chocolate and subtle hints of spice. 
Densely packed fruit with notes of vanilla complements a full juicy mid-palate. 
Seamless integration is achieved in a wine very true to its variety.

Stellenbosch VERGENOEGD MERLOT R 99
Deep plum with fresh lively plum hues. Aromas of violets and berry fruit with 
slight chocolate mintiness and dusty oak. Rich weighty plum fruit on the plate. 
Good oak/fruit balance with traces of smoked meat on lengthy aftertaste.

Coastal THE BERNARD SERIES “BUSH VINE” PINOTAGE R 140
Showy ripe red and black berry flavours layered with smoky wafts and hints of 
truffle against an assertive spicy oak background and a smooth concentrated 
finish. 

Stellenbosch KANONKOP KADETTE R 70
A medium to full-bodied red blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinotage and Merlot 
with a good balance between fruit and oak.  Banana, plum and berry flavours 
with a lingering spicy finish.

Stellenbosch ANATU FUGUE RED R 70
This wine has a beautiful deep dark red colour with an explosive nose offering 
a variety of aromas. The palate is very rich, smooth and elegant. This is a wine 
to be savoured on special occasions.

Paarl-Simonsberg VILAFONTÉ SERIES M R 240
This wine takes its name from the Malbec and Merlot which predominantly 
define the style of this wine. Series M is sensuous wine with a firm core 
structure for aging. Malbec provides its black fruit aromas and fleshy texture, 
Merlot adds softness and red fruit aromas, and Cabernet Sauvignon provides 
structure.

Tulbagh SARONSBERG VIOGNIER R 70
The wine has a light straw colour and flavours of butterscotch, nutty caramel, 
pear and lime. It has a rich, silky palate and a balanced oak finish.
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Champagne
The delicate and light bubbles of Champagne and Cap Classique, as well as their naturally high level of acidity makes 

them well suited to all seafood prepared in creamy or coconut based sauces. Try with the Jhinga Masala Signature 
(sautéed prawns) or Machi Begum Behar (coconut based fish curry).  Try all bubbles with our Indian cuisine.

Epernay - France MOËT & CHANDON BRUT IMPERIAL NV R 950
Balanced and harmonious with mellow, well-developed flavours. It expresses 
the rich diversity of the Champagne terroir. This style is perpetuated year after 
year with a high level of consistency.

Epernay - France MOËT & CHANDON BRUT IMPERIAL ROSÉ NV R 1050
A seductive wine which is formed around Pinot Noir, is both spontaneous 
and balanced, emphasising fruity liveliness.  Zestful with great suppleness.

Champagne - France BILLECART-SALMON BRUT RESERVE NV R 1140
Billecart is renowned for its purity of fruit and fine, elegant structure. A beautiful 
aperitif style. Once described as like tiny diamonds exploding on the tongue.

Epernay - France DOM PERIGNON CUVÉE BLANC 2000 R 2800
A prelude to a lusty roundness that seems to curl up like a plant. Notes of dried 
ginger glide over fruit skins creating an effect that is more tactile than fleshy.

Methode Cap Classique
Cap Classique is the term used here in South Africa for Champagne. The wine is produced in the 

“Methode Champenoise” style.

Tulbagh SARONSBERG BRUT METHODE CAP CLASSIQUE R 220
An enigmatic Pinot Noir and Chardonnay cuvée with a delicate mousse and 
stylish broad yeasty almond biscotti flavours from extended lees contact 
balanced by graceful green apple and citrus fruit. 

Stellenbosch PONGRÁCZ DESIDERIUS R 380
Epitomises elegance, quality and nobility, this magnificent Cap Classique 
encapsulates grace and exceptional character. It is alluring with a rich 
complexity and a slight green tint that teems with light, lively bubbles and 
a raciness on the palate.

Robertson GRAHAM BECK BLISS DEMI-SEC NV R 180
For those who do not like it dry, the Graham Beck Demi-Sec is a fine excuse for 
self indulgence and frivolity. Light yeasty aromas, with hints of butterscotch, 
honey and praline, this delectable bubbly will stimulate your sweeter senses. 

Coastal BOSCHENDAL LE GRAND PAVILLON BRUT ROSÉ NV R 209
An attractive salmon pink hued sparkle with enticing crushed red berry flavours 
and aromas balanced by a languid creamy mouthfeel and an energetic citrus 
finish.

Franschhoek PIERRE JOURDAN CUVÉE BELLE ROSÉ NV R 230
Cuvée Belle Rosé has the faintest tinge of salmon pink, a lively presentation of 
Pinot Noir flavours, a pleasingly fine mousse and an elegant dry finish.
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Sauvignon Blanc
The complex green fruit and mineral personality of these wines lead them towards pairing with spicing, 

complements Sauvignon’s character beautifully.

Western Cape LA MOTTE R 130
The nose shows strong gooseberry character backed up by apple, pineapple, 
passion fruit and wild grass nuances.

Franschhoek BOSCHENDAL 1685 R 140
Packed with primary tropical fruit and asparagus against a discreet mineral 
background finishing with refined freshness and pleasing length.

Elgin PAUL CLUVER R 150
Vibrant and zesty, the wine is enhanced by a minerality, reminiscent of gunflint 
or river pebbles, typical of the Elgin terroir.

Hemel-en-Aarde Valley HERMANUSPIETERSFONTEIN NO. 7 R 178
Herbal scrunched fynbos, zippy Granny Smith apple, chopped parsley and also 
the fatness of lanolin and the divine aroma of a freshly sliced ripe pear.

Robertson SPRINGFIELD ESTATE “LIFE FROM STONE” R 170
This is a dramatic wine full of ripe red peppers and passion fruit. It will mature 
to perfection within one year, into flavours of mineral and flint (gun smoke).

Constantia STEENBERG “RESERVE” R 160
Lovely freshness on the palate with a beautiful creamy texture that leaves the 
wine full and long. 

Chardonnay
Light-bodied and unwooded styles are best suited to softly flavoured dishes such as Lamb Palak (saffron flavoured 

mutton curry). Medium to full-bodied wines are paired with Gosht Mirch Signature or Paneer Makhana (Indian 
cottage cheese cooked in mild spices). The citrus and buttery identity of Chardonnay makes it a versatile wine.

Robertson GRAHAM BECK WATERSIDE UNAOKED R 115
Vibrant freshness and an explosion of tropical fruit and ripe citrus on the nose 
with underlying yellow stone fruit tones. 

Franschhoek BOSCHENDAL 1685 R 150
Deliciously supple with a classic citrus fruit core of white grapefruit enhanced 
by spicy nutmeg and vanilla butter oak tones balanced by obvious minerality 
for elegance, length and complexity. 

Walker Bay BOUCHARD FINLAYSON MISSIONVALE R 296
This vintage is characterised by elaborate flavours of under exposed wood 
tones with over layers of pure vanilla, pear, mango & yeasty lees.

Hermanus ATARAXIA R 365
A classic length, creaminess and intriguing complexity defines this stylish, 
world class Chardonnay.

Breede River WELTEVREDE POETS PRAYER CHARDONNAY R 650
This is an art wine. Just as an artist has the freedom to express any inspiration 
in his work of art this wine will never be repeated. Every vintage will be different.
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Other White Varietals

Stellenbosch WATERFORD PECAN STREAM CHENIN BLANC R 120
Vibrant pale straw and green appearance, an aromatic nose of apricot and 
peach with the Viognier adding nuances of floral. The palate is dry, with subtle 
fruit flavors. Medium textured finish expected from Chenin Blanc.

Elgin PAUL CLUVER CLOSE ENCOUNTER RIELSING R 150
The nose is quite expressive with flavours ranging from Granny Smith apple 
and lime, to citrus peel, with gentle floral tones. The palate is well balanced 
with great interplay between the naturally retained residual sugar and the 
acidity. Lovely luscious, creamy mouth-feel.

Tulbagh SARONSBERG VIOGNIER R 190
The wine has a light straw colour and flavours of butterscotch, nutty caramel, 
pear and lime. It has a rich, silky palate and a balanced oak finish.

Coastal BOEKENHOUTSKLOOF SEMILLON R 289
Lively pear, citrus zest, freshly cut apple and blossom on the nose with 
attractive, wet stone, spiced oak and nutty undertones. An impressive structure 
underneath a lovely combination of stonefruit amongst others.

Bot River BEAUMONT HOPE MARGUERITE CHENIN BLANC R 385
Dried apricot, green melon and a delicate cinnamon spice aromas. Hints of ripe 
green apple, dried apricot and almond on mid palate. Well-integrated oak with 
limey freshness and a lingering rich finish.

Blended White Wines
Blended wines are a combination of grape varieties such as Cabernet, Sauvignon, Merlot and Chenin and have 

an elegant structure of flavours, including vanilla, apple and blackcurrant.  The success of a blended wine is that it is 
easy to drink and keeps it elegance.  In most cases, the goal is to create a wine that is greater than the sum of its parts.

Swartland THE WHITE BLACK R 328
Pale gold with a slight green tinge, this dry young wine’s aromas are shy. Hints 
of yellow and green fruits. Smooth and medium to full in the mouth, dominant 
flavours are of peach and citrus and exotic tropical fruit intensity.

Walker Bay BOUCHARD FINLAYSON BLANC DE MER R 145
It has a deep colour with a very full palate feel. Very rich with tastes of peaches, 
quinces and pear which all blend to provide a strong and lengthy finish.

Blanc de Noir

Franschhoek BOSCHENDAL BLANC DE NOIR R 135
South Africa's original 'Blanc de Noir' style wine since 1981 made exclusively 
from red grapes. Seductively pink with alluring ripe raspberry and spice and 
a succulently sweet yet fresh berry finish.
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Rosé Wines
Rosé wines are made by blending red and white wines while Blanc de Noir is a result of leaving juice of 

a red grape in contact with the skins for a short period of time. These wines complement any meal.

Coastal SARONSBERG PROVENANCE SHIRAZ ROSÉ R 95
The wine has a rose petal colour with plum, red berry and cherry flavours. The 
mouth-feel is well balanced with a fresh finish.

Stellenbosch ANATU FUGUE ROSÉ R 185
The colour is a beautiful salmon with shades of orange peel. Notes of honey, 
tropical fruit and rose petals on the  nose. The palate is fresh yet complex with 
a lengthy aftertaste.

Hemel-en-Aarde Valley HERMANUSPIETERSFONTEIN BLOOS ROSÉ R 146
A Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Malbec and Petit Verdot blend. 
Long length, refreshing acidity, supple consistency, a layered structure, flowing 
balance and a clean finish.

Cabernet Sauvignon
The full-textured and blackberry rich palate of Cabernet makes it perfect for succulent meat dishes. 

Any lamb curries prepared in the signature method is the ultimate combination.

Walker Bay SPRINGFIELD ESTATE “WHOLE BERRY” R 247
A smooth, velvety wine with soft tannins. Lovely flavours of blackberries, 
cherries and herbs.

Robertson GRAHAM BECK “THE GAME RESERVE” R 145
The palate is full-bodied with juicy mulberry and cherry flavours, tobacco spice 
and cedar wood. This wine has soft yet firm tannins.

Stellenbosch VERGENOEGD R 275
Intense deep ruby in colour with spice, minerals and cassis on the nose, which 
support the wild berry fruits. Well supported by French oak judiciously used and 
well-integrated into the wine. Firm, dry and long finish.

Stellenbosch RUST EN VREDE R 390
The red berry and mocha flavours are supported by a well-structured, creamy 
mid palate with fine grainy tannins. The wine shows beautiful elegance with 
soft lingering finish.

Stellenbosch KANONKOP R 490
Full-bodied, deep red colour, specially selected oak delivers spicy mocha, 
chocolate and coffee flavours.  Together with natural black berry and tea leaf 
flavours, this wine has very tannic dry classic feel to it.
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Malmesbury BADENHORST SECATEURS ROSÉ R 100
Such a pretty color and so tasty! Won't cut off your tastebuds with bone dry 
acidity; will instead make them tingle with crisp, slightly spicy, bright, dry to 
off-dry red fruit flavors.
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Merlot
With its plum character and hints of mint and vanilla spices, look no further than Merlot for Biryani. 

The marinades and simmering that are part of Biryani dishes, exquisitely complement the gentle tannic structure.

Coastal ANCIENT EARTH BY BELLINGHAM R 135
Soft and succulent with ripe fleshy plums and summer berry fruit, earthy forest 
floor and hints of cocoa supported by spicy oak intrigue and sleek ripe tannins.

Coastal GRAHAM BECK “THE GAME RESERVE” R 150
Fresh cassis, black plums, violets and fruitcake aromas on the nose. Succulent 
berry fruits and plum pudding nuances supported by spice and cedar wood 
flavours on the palate. 

Somerset West FLEUR DU CAP UNFILTERED MERLOT R 200
concentrated strawberry and red berry fruit with hints of white chocolate on the 
nose complemented by subtle mint nuances and spicy oak notes.

Stellenbosch VERGENOEGD R 250
Fruit driven, reflecting plum and raspberry overtones. Undertones of dark 
chocolate and mint. The complexity is reflected in the long, lingering aftertaste, 
accompanied by firm tannins and toasty flavours. 

Stellenbosch RUST EN VREDE R 320
Fresh berry flavours dominate the initial impression backed with soft plush 
tannins on the mid palate.

Stellenbosch MEERLUST R 380
The full-bodied palate offers generous, ripe, pure Merlot fruit with refreshing 
acidity, structured yet silky tannins and pronounced length and minerality.

Shiraz/Syrah
Rich and intense with sweet fruit flavours and characteristic spiciness, 

makes these wines ideal partners to meat dishes such as Lamb Shank preparations.

Franschhoek BOSCHENDAL 1685 R 165
Plush ripe black berry and blue fruit concentration supported by weighty ripe 
tannins against a spicy white pepper oak background.

Robertson ZANDVLIET ESTATE R 175
Deep, intense flavours follow through to a supple, layered and complex palate 
with the added dimension of dark chocolate.

Robertson ALLESVERLOREN R 199
A rich and full-bodied wine with a good tannic structure and ample ripe fruit 
flavours.

Stellenbosch WATERFORD KEVIN ARNOLD R 290
Black Cherry with hints of Mocca and spice on the nose. smokey, cured ham 
and truffle notes. Full, rich and elegant with a long finish. Excellent food wine. 

Stellenbosch RUST EN VREDE R 390
Beautiful expressive aromas of dark chocolate and subtle hints of spice.
Densely packed fruit with notes of vanilla complements a full juicy mid-palate. 
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Pinotage
South Africa’s own grape variety with its intense and sweet red berry fruit, suggest a pairing with mildly spiced foods.

Stellenbosch JACOBSDAL R 160
The bouquet follows through onto the palate. Initial impression of lightness, but 
with underlying body. Well-balanced and elegantly structured with silky tannins. 

Coastal THE BERNARD SERIES “BUSH VINE” PINOTAGE R 260
Showy ripe red and black berry flavours layered with smoky wafts and hints of 
truffle against an assertive spicy oak background and a smooth concentrated 
finish. 

Stellenbosch KAAPZICHT STEYTLER R 360
Focused Pinotage expression with intense layers of brooding black fruit and 
opulent oak woven into a rich tapestry of flavour; muscular tannins add depth 
and balance to plush fruit; firm structure and rich texture

Stellenbosch KANONKOP R 480
A deep red, full-bodied Pinotage with complex black and red berry flavours 
followed by a hint of banana.  Balanced oak and tannin flavours that will 
integrate over the next few years.

Pinot Noir
Pinot Noir’s are marvelously fruity and ethereally scented making these wines the partners 

to exotically spiced cuisine. Our suggestion is Machli Mitch or Crab Curry.

Franschhoek HAUTE CABRIERE R 280
Aromas of strawberries and other red fruit combine a taste experience on the 
palate as well as ripe cherries, lingering long in the aftertaste. 

Hemel-en-Aarde Valley HAMILTON RUSSELL VINEYARDS R 525
Characteristic tightness and elevated length balances a rich generous palate 
with dark, spicy, complex fruit perfume.  A classic terroir driven wine.
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Blended Red Wines
Light-bodied styles are easily consumed with an array of dishes, 

providing that the sauces are not too richly textured so as to overpower the wine.

Hemel-en-Aarde Valley HERMANUSPIETERSFONTEIN KLEINBOET R 220
Brick red to purple in colour. A very delicate nose with blackcurrant, black olive, 
lavender and cashew coming through. The wine has a very dry finish.

Hemel-en-Aarde Valley ATARAXIA SERENITY R 245
A Shiraz-based blend showing a finely scented vibrant nose with well-defined 
berry fruit and intriguing mineral notes. Refined, polished tannins are wrapped 
in an elegant, spicy structure.

Robertson SPRINGFIELD ESTATE “THE WORK OF TIME” R 280
Wild aromas of dark berries, pepper, tobacco, licorice, iron, cedar and smoke. 
Juicy, intense and still quite young, with excellent clarity and inner-mouth energy 
to the berry, cherry and tobacco flavours.

Tulbagh RUPERT & ROTHSCHILD CLASSIQUE R 265
Well-balanced, fresh and classic with smooth, silky tannins and aromas of wild 
blackberry and dark chocolate. Distinct earthy undertones of bush, truffles and 
tea leaves.

Constantia STEENBERG H.M.S ECHO RED BLEND R 170
An elegant wine with flavours of blackcurrant's and aniseed on the nose with a 
hint of dark chocolate and cigar box. On the palate the wine shows firm tannins 
and good structure. Smooth and voluptuous with flavours of dark chocolate, 
cassis and cedar oak on the palate.

Franschhoek LA MOTTE MILLENIUM R 149
The wine is intense on the nose, with cherry and mulberry fruit together with 
cinnamon spice. Wood maturation has enhanced a toffee and caramel presence. 
Very smooth and juicy on the palate.

Stellenbosch KANONKOP KADETTE R 155
A medium to full-bodied red blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinotage and Merlot 
with a good balance between fruit and oak.  Banana, plum and berry flavours 
with a lingering spicy finish.

Swartland THE BLACK R 410
Medium-bodied and decisively dry, this is a Syrah dominated blend rather than 
up-front Shiraz. In the mouth, the wine is all elegance and structure and flavours 
coat the mouth deliciously, sticking to the roof of your palate and refusing to leave.

Tulbagh SARONSBERG FULL CIRCLE R 450
The wine has a deep, dark purple colour with prominent ripe plum, red berry 
and floral flavours with undertones of spice. The oak is well balanced with full, 
firm yet accessible tannins.

Paarl VILAFONTE SERIES M R 580
Takes its name from the Malbec and Merlot which predominantly define the 
style of this wine. Series M is sensuous wine with a firm core structure for aging. 
Malbec provides its black fruit aromas and fleshy texture, Merlot adds softness 
and red fruit aromas, and Cabernet Sauvignon provides structure.
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Blended Red Wines

Western Cape RUPERT & ROTHSCHILD BARON EDMOND R 599
Intense aromas complemented by coriander, tobacco leaf and cranberries. 
Elegant, harmonious and focused with a mineral core and fresh finish.

Paarl VILAFONTE SERIES C R 650
The Series C style is that of a firm, powerful and concentrated wine, rich in 
fruit at release and blended for long aging. The Cabernet comes from our most 
potent blocks of Cabernet Sauvignon, the Cabernet Franc displays hints of violet 
flowers and elegance while the Merlot component gives it a velvety texture.

Burgundy VILLA PONCIAGO R 289
The elegant nose is captivating with its richness and complexity. Aromas of 
violets blend with those of red fruit, underlined by notes of very ripe Morello 
cherries. Mineral tones and a structure enhanced by particularly attractive fine, 
smooth tannins. On the finish, delicate liquorice notes complete the silky feeling.

Stellenbosch MORGENSTER R 524
Sweeter dark berry fruit is very evident and contributes well to balancing the 
minerality which adds a lot of weight. Velvety tannins have a firmness and focus 
to the end. Beautiful balance and great finesse.

Bordeaux D:VIN R 699
Full-bodied, structured and packed with fresh dark fruit and rounded linear 
tannins. A wonderful and typical French Bordeaux blend.

Stellenbosch THE GRANDE PROVENCE R 500
Structured layers of plums, mint, dark chocolate, spices, white pepper and 
cigar-box on the nose and palate.

Stellenbosch ERNIE ELS SIGNATURE R 1239
Of the 5 Bordeaux varieties, the Cabernet Franc adds lead pencil and mineral 
notes, with a hint of spicy oak sure to integrate with age. The palate is full-
bodied and decadent, reminding one of a Belgian chocolate fondant with 
blackberry coulee.
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Blended Whiskey

BELLS R 18
BELLS SPECIAL RESERVE R 30
J&B R 18
J&B JET R 25

JOHNNIE WALKER RED R 18
JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK R 30
JOHNNIE WALKER DOUBLE BLACK R 40
JOHNNIE WALKER SWING R 50
JOHNNIE WALKER GOLD R 60
JOHNNIE WALKER PLATINUM R 75
JOHNNIE WALKER BLUE R 120
JOHNNIE WALKER KING GEORGE R 400

CHIVAS REGAL 12 YEAR OLD R 28
CHIVAS REGAL 18 YEAR OLD R 70
CHIVAS REGAL 21 YEAR OLD ROYAL SALUTE R 160
CHIVAS REGAL 100 YEAR OLD CASK R 350

JAMESON R 25
JAMESON 12 YEAR OLD R 35
JAMESON GOLD R 65
JAMESON 18 YEAR OLD R 75

JACK DANIELS NO. 7 R 22
JACK DANIELS GENTLEMAN JACK R 30
JACK DANIELS SINGLE BARREL R 35
JACK DANIELS 1954 GOLD R 45

WILLIAM LAWSON R 15

Single Malt Whiskey

GLENFIDDICH 12 YEAR OLD R 30
GLENFIDDICH 15 YEAR OLD R 50
GLENFIDDICH 18 YEAR OLD R 65
GLENFIDDICH 21 YEAR OLD R 150
GLENFIDDICH 30 YEAR OLD R 300

GLENMORANGIE 10 YEAR OLD R 35
GLENMORANGIE LASANTA R 45
GLENMORANGIE QUINTAN RUBAN R 60

GLENLIVET 12 YEAR OLD R 30
GLENLIVET 15 YEAR OLD R 68
GLENLIVET 21 YEAR OLD R 160
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Single Malt Whiskey

THE MACALLAN 10 YEAR OLD R 35
THE ARRAN 10 YEAR OLD R 35
THE ARRAN MADEIRA CASK R 55
GLENGOYNE 10 YEAR OLD R 35

DALWHINNIE R 55
CRAGGANMORE R 50
COAL ILA R 50
OBAN R 55
TALISKER R 50
LAGAVULIN R 60
GLENKINCHIE R 40
LAPHROAIG R 60
GLENBRYNTH 12 YEAR OLD R 35

Fine Brandy

1920 BRANDY R 35
NEDERBURG SOLERA R 30
OUDEMEESTER DEMANT R 30
BISQUIT CLASSIC R 30

KLIPDRIFT GOLD R 25
KLIPDRIFT PREMIUM R 22

VAN RYN’S 12 YEAR OLD R 40
VAN RYN’S 15 YEAR OLD R 70
VAN RYN’S 20 YEAR OLD R 100

KWV 5 YEAR OLD R 20
KWV 10 YEAR OLD R 25
KWV 20 YEAR OLD R 55

Cognac

MARTELL VSOP R 55
HENNESSEY VS R 55
REMY MARTIN VSOP R 80
MARTELL GORDON BLUE R 110
COURVOISIER XO R 200
REMY MARTIN XO R 220

WINES ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. CORKAGE IS CHARGED AT R55 PER BOTTLE



Shooters

BLOWJOB
Kahlua, Amarula and cream

SPRINGBOKKIE
Butlers peppermint liqueur and Amarula Cream

SOWETAN TOILET
Butlers banana liqueur, Amarula and Nachtmuzik

JELLY BABY
Butlers banana liqueur, Butlers blue curacao, Amarula and grenadine

SUITCASE
Shot of Jack Daniels and a shot of Roses passion fruit cordial

SILKY PANTIES
Butlers banana liqueur, Butlers strawberry liqueur and Roses passion 

fruit cordial

CHOCOLATE CAKE
Frangelico and Grey Goose vodka

JÄGERBOMB
Jägermeister and Red Bull

BAZOOKA JOE
Cape Velvet, Butlers blue curacao and Butlers banana liqueur

BRAIN HEMORRHAGE 
Peach schnapps, Cape Velvet and grenadine

RUSSIAN ROULETTE
Kahlua, Grey Goose vodka and Zappa sambuca



Cocktails

BACARDI MOJITO
Bacardi Superior rum, sugar, mint leaves and soda water

PINA COLADA
Bacardi Superior rum, Malibu, cream and pineapple juice

BACARDI STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI
Butlers strawberry liqueur, Bacardi Superior rum, Roses lime cordial 

and strawberry juice

WATERMELON COSMOPOLITAN
Watermelon vodka, Butlers triple sec and cranberry juice

PRIDE OF INDIA MARTINI
Butlers rose liqueur, cinnamon and Martini Bianco

BLOODY MARY
Grey Goose vodka, tomato juice, Tabasco sauce, lemon juice, Worcestershire 

sauce and black pepper

COSMOPOLITAN
Grey Goose vodka, Butlers triple sec, Roses lime cordial and cranberry juice

LONG ISLAND ICED TEA
Bacardi rum, Grey Goose vodka, Butlers triple sec, sugar syrup, gin, tequila, 

lemon juice and cola

GINGER SQUARE
Butlers ginger liqueur, brandy and ginger ale

MOJITO
Bacardi Superior rum, fresh limes, brown sugar, mint and soda water

MANGO MARTINI
Mango juice, Absolut Mango vodka and Martini Dry

SEX ON THE BEACH
Grey Goose vodka, peach schnapps, orange and cranberry juice

MARGARITA
Butlers triple sec, lemon juice, tequila and Roses lime cordial

WHITE RUSSIAN
Grey Goose vodka, Kahlua and milk

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI
Butlers strawberry liqueur, Bacardi Superior rum, strawberry juice, Roses 

lime cordial and grenadine



Other Beverages

TEA R 20
Green Tea, Earl Grey, Rooibos or Five Roses

MASALA TEA R 25
Traditional Ceylon tea with milk and special Masala

FILTER COFFEE R 18

CAPPUCCINO R 22
Shot of espresso with steamed milk, topped with a choice of 
cream or froth

ESPRESSO R 15

MACCHIATO R 25
Shot of espresso with steamed milk and a touch of froth

HOT CHOCOLATE R 25
Delicious chocolate with steamed milk and touch of froth

CHOCOCHINO R 32
Shot of espresso with hot chocolate, steamed milk and froth

CHAI TEA LATTE R 29
Chai Latte with special Masala

IRISH COFFEE R 30
Coffee with a shot of liqueur, topped with running cream

DOM PEDRO’S R 35
Milkshake with a shot of liqueur


